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"McFetridge channels Elmore Leonard at the height of his powers, with dialogue Quentin Tarantino would
kill for."—Ken Bruen

The author of two critically acclaimed Canadian crime novels, with Let It Ride John McFetridge takes us
deep inside the gray zone that exists between the Canadian/American border, delivering all the up to the
minute twists and edgy action of an episode of The Wire.

Vernard ‘Get' McGetty is back from serving in Afghanistan, back dealing drugs in Detroit and looking to
move up with his buddy JT, a guy he met in Kandahar who also happens to be the leader of the Saints of
Hell—a notorious Ontario biker gang currently in the process of taking over all North of the border drug
traffic. Commuting weekly across the line into the center of JT's high flying empire, Get hooks up with
Sunitha, a decidedly independent woman who's gone from working seedy massage parlors to robbing them at
gunpoint—and has dreams of a much bigger score: taking the Saints for the millions they have stashed in
gold bars. Meanwhile, the Toronto cops have the Saints under a microscope. Detectives Price and McKeon
are getting nowhere with a double drive-by killing on the Gardiner Expressway—a husband and wife
returning from a swingers party—and the investigation keeps leading back to the Saints…
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From reader reviews:

Alvin Shaw:

Throughout other case, little persons like to read book Let It Ride. You can choose the best book if you want
reading a book. Given that we know about how is important some sort of book Let It Ride. You can add
expertise and of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right, because from book you can
realize everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple
matter until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or even searching by
internet product. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel weary to go to the library. Let's learn.

Lamont Williams:

Do you among people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on guys
this particular aren't like that. This Let It Ride book is readable by simply you who hate those straight word
style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving
actually decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer involving Let It Ride content
conveys the idea easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
content but it just different as it. So , do you continue to thinking Let It Ride is not loveable to be your top
record reading book?

Helen Woodson:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a reserve you will get new information mainly because book is one of many
ways to share the information or their idea. Second, studying a book will make anyone more imaginative.
When you looking at a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring you to imagine the story how
the character types do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to other individuals. When
you read this Let It Ride, it is possible to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours book. Your
knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a book.

Beverly Woods:

The particular book Let It Ride has a lot info on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of profit.
The book was written by the very famous author. The author makes some research previous to write this
book. This kind of book very easy to read you can find the point easily after perusing this book.
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